Introduction -Motivation
Ontologies are applied then to capture the semantics of information from various sources and giving them a concise, uniform and declarative description… Ontologies have gained significance due to the demands in academia and industry.
Ontology -Concepts and Importance
"Ontology is a conceptualization that represents explicit formal specifications of the terms in the domain and relations among them" [Grungier, 1993] [ Fensel,2002] argues that ontologies are created to make easier the process of sharing and reuse of information Fensel works on the On-to-Knowledge Project that is exploiting ontologies to develop a methodology and tools for automatically acquiring, maintaining, and accessing weakly structured data sources
Ontology -When use it? [Breitman,2001] believes that an ontology seen as an artifact is under responsibility of the requisition engineering, because during the phase the knowledge of the context is well comprehended Ontology -Why use it? Some reasons [Grungier & Lee,2002] for better structuring or organizing libraries or repositories of a specific domain; for supporting sharable and reusable knowledge bases; [Noy,2001] to share the knowledge of the structure of the information between people and software agents; to make possible the reuse of knowledge of the domain; to separate the knowledge of the domain from the operational knowledge; to analyze the knowledge of the domain.
Ontology -A Domain Design [EVERETT, 2002]
Ontology Levels [Guarino,1998] Top Level Ontologies -generic concepts such space, time, events -high level of reuse for creation of new ontologies; Domain Ontologies -describe a vocabulary relative to a specific domain by specializing top level ontologies; Task Ontologies -describe the vocabulary of a generic task; Application Ontologies -the ontologies more specifics, related to entities that execute particular jobs;
Ontology Engineering -A process 1.
Purpose identification and requirements specification
Defining the competence of the ontology and also the vocabulary 2.
Ontology capture
The goal is to capture the domain conceptualization based on the ontology competence. The relevant concepts and relations should be identified and organized. Here is defined the taxonomy.
3.

Ontology formalization
Aims to explicitly represent the conceptualization captured in a formal language;
4.
Integration of existing ontologies
Integrate the current ontology with existing ones, in order to reuse established conceptualizations;
5.
Ontology evaluation
Check whether it satisfies the specification requirements.
6.
Ontology documentation
All the ontology development must be documented, including purposes, requirements and motivating scenarios, textual descriptions of the conceptualization, the formal ontology and the adopted design criteria.
[ The document and artifacts only are structured by folders and directories in their respective projects;
Catalogs or indexes?
There are only punctual evidences of the catalogs or indexes;
How accessible are the documents?
A little bureocratic to access the (potential) reusable documents;
Way to access the sharable and reusable artifacts 
Semantic Web -The Challenge
Ontologies can be used in a simple fashion to improve the accuracy of Web searches -the searcher program can look for only those pages that refer to a precise concept instead of all the ones using ambiguous keywords. [Berners-Lee,2002] 
Agents
The real power of the Semantic Web will be realized when people create many programs that collect Web content from diverse sources, process the information and exchange the results with other programs. Semantic Web Languages [NOY, 2001] Towards an effective reuse of knowledge Ontology Library System in order to facilitate searching, managing and re-using ontology. Standardization of an ontology representation language; Development of an infrastructure for coordinating the reuse of data and knowledge; Intelligent tools for capturing and processing of different domain ontologies;
Ontology and Semantic Web
The power of the people is measured by the attempt in making the things better than they can be done Fred Durão
